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Letter 830
Family Reunion
2019-11-14
Dear Yeshua,
Monday, 24 June 2019, 7:30M.
Something new came up on my radar, which has to do with my youngest brother.
Yesterday my youngest aunt (P27) sponsored a birthday party for her older sister (P26), who is my next
oldest aunt because my mom is the oldest of three daughters.
The Birthday Party was yesterday and a lot of people went from the (C15) side of the family, my brother
(CB18) was representing the (C16) side of the family.
I was concerned that there might be Fissures from Hell into the party, so I prayed about it, and the next
thing I know angel Gabriel tells me he’s going to be there at the party, all night until 9:00PM. So I said
“OK, that sounds good”. While Gabriel and his associate angel Bruce were at the party, the rest of us had
our normal Family TV time.
I was comforted to know Gabriel was at the party taking care of business. One of the con\irmations of his
presence was that during the party I spoke with both (P27) and (P26) by telephone. (P26) sounded real
good, and she said words to the effect that “I know you’re here in spirit”.
That tells me that Gabriel was there also representing me. Thank You Jesus. I didn’t know that part until
just now.
(NOTE: the recording stopped at this point. I think this was by accident, because there was more to what
I was saying when it came to an end.)
I was later informed by my brother (CB18) that our aunt (P26), sometime after the party, told him that
she thought he was a bastard son, due to what she knew about the attitude of her sister, his mother, at the
time of his conception. This was news to me, and to my wife, to which (CB18) had con\ided this story.
But in all of my life with my two younger brothers, there was never any evidence or indication that
(CB18) was from a different father.
I \ind it more likely that, due to the antagonistic relationship my mom and her two sisters had with each
other, my aunt (P26) fabricated that story in her own mind (along with help from HR) at the time, and
now wants to remember it as having been factual. Without any evidence at all, I take this to be a false
allegation and accusation.
Indeed, (CB18) has many of the physical characteristics of both our mothers and our fathers. All the
actual evidence points to him being a legitimate son in our family. Therefore, I pay no heed at this time to
the story told by our aunt (P26).
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Even so, supposing this allegation was true. The Brotherhood (CB18) has in Christ with me and our other
sibling brother would abrogate any ill-effect something like this might cause. The Blood of Christ Jesus
the Lamb of Yahweh God is Omnipotent, and our Family relationship in Him is Superior to all others, and
unbreakable.
(NOTE: this Letter is being posted in the eleventh month of 2019. These events occurred in the sixth
month of 2019.)
(NOTE 2019-11-16: last night the Lord reminded me of an event as I was thinking about the allegation of
my aunt about my sibling (CB18) being illegitimate. In Letters 503a, 503b, 503c Volume 6, I write about a
trip (CB18) and I take together to Astoria, Oregon, the land of our Fathers. While there, we had some time
to spend at the ocean beach at Fort Stevens State Park, at the site of the wrecked ship Peter Iredale. I was
sitting in my folding chair, while my brother was walking on the beach taking pictures. As I get up to
leave, (CB18) returns and introduces me to a man who he had discovered is a second cousin in our
father’s side of the family. This then was the Lord’s way of interdicting what I now have even more reason
to believe is a false allegation from our aunt about our Brother’s lineage. (CB18) truly is of our Family
Line.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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